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Christmas is fast approaching!

Welcome to my latest newsletter and I hope you and your families are all well. Life goes on as
before in the Ashworth household, although the knowledge that Christmas is just around the
corner is terrifying for me (I haven't even thought about organising gifts and cards yet!) and
soooo exciting for my five year old, that I'm amazed he manages to get to sleep most nights!
So far, since January, I'm surprised to discover that I've written three quarters of a million words
(yikes!) and I still have plenty planned before the end of this year. Certainly, since my last
newsletter back in the summer, I've been very busy and have published the following 3 new
books:
A Very Rural Affair - Book 3
Bad Boys go to Heaven (This has also just been released as an audiobook!)
Experimental Pleasures
More about each book in a mo. But firstly, I would just like to say a huge
pre-Christmas thank you to a wonderful lady called Mel. Not only is she a big
supporter of my work, but she also has the dubious honour of reading my stories
prior to publication and providing me with invaluable feedback. So I'm raising a
glass of wine (or maybe something fizzy!) to her tonight! Cheers Mel!

Work in Progress

They say the definition of insanity is doing the same thing over and over again and
expecting different results. For the past few years, I've been writing hot and steamy
romances, doing very little advertising (largely because some of the big corporations
such as Amazon forbid advertising naughty stuff!) and hoping to be able to increasingly
earn an income from my efforts.
But I won't deny it's a hard slog. So, in the hopes of proving that I'm not insane, in the
new year, I intend to take a new approach. As well as continuing to write some more of
the stories you have come to expect from me, I'm planning on branching out. This will
include submitting a steamy romance manuscript I'm working on to a traditional
publisher I'm in contact with (to date, I've only ever considered the self-publishing
route). I also plan to write outside of the genre I've been focussed on (possibly under a
different pen name). Cozy mystery and Paranormal Romance (PNR) are the most likely
candidates at present. Indeed, I started the PNR today, and its shaping up to be HOT!
I will, however, continue to release some of my more traditional stories, and these are
the most likely candidates to be with you next:

1) To Love, Honour and Oh Pay - Book 3
Book 3 in this popular series sees the return of all the earlier characters, including
William, Lizzie and Fiona. I've actually hit publish on this book TODAY! Here are the
links: Amazon.com, Amazon.co.uk, Amazon.ca and Amazon.com.au.
2) Four Times Moor Pleasure
A sequel to 'Three Times Moor Pleasure', this book will see the return of the four lead
characters, plus (spoiler alert!) the introduction of one more!
3) Date 38
A new steamy series, I've already written a good chunk of this and am loving the
characters so far!

What's recently been released?

A Very Rural Affair - Book3
This is the third and final story set with this fun-loving set of characters in the isolated
English village of Hawksbury Hollow.
"This series just gets better!”
5* Amazon Review
Available from Amazon.com, Amazon.co.uk, Amazon.com.au and Amazon.ca.
Bad Boys go to Heaven
Steamy. Relentless. Forbidden.
A bad boy university lecturer fails to resist the lure of Annabel, one of his mature students.
“Fenella does it again! Every story she puts out here is amazing! This is an absolute must
read!!”
5* Amazon Review
Ebook available from Amazon.com, Amazon.co.uk, Amazon.com.au and Amazon.ca.
Audiobook available from: Audible.com, Audible.co.uk, Audible.de and Audible.fr.
Experimental Pleasures
Imprisonment. Desire. Enlightenment.
A step away from my normal stories, with a trigger warning thrown in for good measure!
Can Tasha accept Doctor Sebastian’s dark side and help him to complete his wickedly
sexy research?
"A wonderful, romantic story. Couldn't put this one down until the end!"
5* Amazon Review
Available from Amazon.co.uk, Amazon.com.au, Amazon.ca and Amazon.com.

Your Christmas Gift

As I've alluded to before, I have been hard at work to write a Christmas story for you. It is
no exaggeration to say that I am hugely grateful for the support of every single one of my
newsletter subscribers. I want to show this appreciation by providing you with ongoing
evidence of that, rather than just giving you a freebie when you sign up.
With that in mind, I've been working on a new shorter story over the past month or so. At
some point during 2022, it will likely form part of the fourth volume of my 'Black Lace
and Promises' series. But for now, I'm going to publish it as a novella e-book on Amazon.
For five days during mid December, I will be making it free to download. When I do this, I
will email out to all my subscribers to make them aware. So, please don't feel obliged to
purchase the ebook now because you'll be able to download it free when I email you in
December. As I'm only able to make the book free on Amazon.com and Amazon.co.uk,
please reply to my email if you don't use those two site, and I'll do my best to send a PDF
version to you.
I really hope you enjoy the story. It's about a lady called Madeline Jones (Maddie, Mads or
just plain Jones to her closest friends!) who takes part in a Christmas Eve Treasure Hunt.
There she bumps into an old schoolfriend, Todd Carter, who has since become a famous
English sportsman. They haven't seen each other for ages and didn't part on the best of
terms. An incident happens, shenanigans ensue and naturally the steam levels
dramatically ramp up.

The links can be found on Amazon.com, Amazon.co.uk, Amazon.ca and Amazon.com.au.

How many have you read?
My list of Amazon/Kindle Unlimited-published books includes:
First Love, Second Chance (Daniel Lawson, Book 1)
Perfect Stranger, Strangely Perfect (Daniel Lawson, Book 2)
Feels Just Like Starting Over (Daniel Lawson, Book 3)
No Rain, No Flowers (Daniel Lawson, Book 4)
Easy Come, Easy Go (Daniel Lawson, Book 5)
Darkest Night, Brightest Stars (Daniel Lawson, Book 6)
Daniel Lawson: The Early Years (Daniel Lawson, Book 7)
A Very Rural Affair - Books 1, 2 & 3
An Accidental Affair?
Animal Attraction
Bad Boys go to Heaven
Better Fate Than Never
Black Lace Short Stories - Volumes 1, 2 & 3
Educating Daisy
Experimental Pleasures
Fictional Fantasies (The Exxxtended Version)
Highland Games
I Put a Spell on You
Just Another Winter's Tale
Management Skills
One Hot Wynter's Night
Patients is a Virtue
Right Hand Man
Three Times Moor Pleasure
Time for a Quick One? A compilation of shorter erotic stories
To Love, Honour and...Oh Pay - Books 1, 2 & 3
Virtually Lovers

